
4 спальная комната вилла продается в Mojácar, Almería

Casa Dorada - El Palmeral
Your dream home. 2023 built, 4 bedroom eco home with pool, packed with top quality & detail throughout, powered
by a large solar panel system. You must come inside to fully appreciate this home.

Architect designed for privacy.
507m2 flat plot.
263m2 two storey build + 120m2 underbuild.
EPC A rated.
5.5Kw solar panel system giving an annual electricity bill of € ZERO.
Superb Santos kitchen plus separate utility room.
Amazing lounge & balcony with enormous views.
Luxurious master bedroom suite.
Stunning bathrooms.
Flat wheelchair access on the whole ground floor.
4 large outside terraces.
Monitored burglar alarm with cameras.
Electric gate & garage door.
Bluetooth ceiling speakers, air conditioning, exterior sensor lighting +.
Neff, Sony, Lithe Audio, Samsung, Ring, Prosegur, Siemens, Silestone, Carbel, Livolo included.
Close to Mojacar centre on the quiet Garrucha side.

Local Area
Mojácar, where the sun shines 320 days of the year, has much to offer for the tourist and resident, with 14 kilometres
of sandy, uncluttered beaches, and a backdrop of spectacular mountains which are abundant in flora and fauna. It is
known throughout Spain as the Corner of Enchantment for its unique character and micro-climate. Although only a
small seaside town Mojácar offers 2 quality links golf courses and several other golf courses are only a short drive
away.

There is no high-rise building to obscure the sea or the views, nor will there be; earlier edicts have ensured that this
lovely area will remain as natural as possible. It is for this reason that Mojácar is known as the ‘Corner of
Enchantment’. Located on the south-east coast of Andalusia, and surrounded by designated areas of natural beauty,
Mojácar is an ideal venue which offers solitary beaches, restaurants, trendy chiringitos-beach bars, street cafés,
shops, and many sporting facilities. Mojácar and all its surrounding towns and villages have their individual street
markets where everyone can enjoy local cuisine, tradition, colour – and the REAL Spain!

  4 спальни   2 ванные комнаты   263m² Размер сборки
  507m² Размер участка   Частный бассейн

745.000€

 Недвижимость продается Price Brown S.L.
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